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I. Introduction1

A. Witness Identification2

Q. Please state your names and business addresses.3

A. My name is Charles S. Walls.  My business address is 1919 Swift Drive, Oak4

Brook, Illinois, 60523.5

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?6

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as Vice 7

President – Customer Revenue Assurance.8

Q. Have you already provided direct testimony on behalf of ComEd in this 9

proceeding?10

A. Yes.11

B. Purpose of Rebuttal Testimony12

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?13

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to provide ComEd’s response to the 14

direct testimony of other intervenors and to Staff’s rebuttal testimony regarding15

Staff’s proposed changes to Part 280 of the Commission’s rules.  In doing so, I 16

will address sections of the proposed rewritten Part 280, in the order in which 17

they are presented, with Staff’s most recent modifications, in Attachment J to 18

Staff Exhibit 2.0. Again, for the convenience of the Judge and the parties 19

ComEd’s changes are reflected in “redline” format on ComEd Exhibit 2.1, which 20

is included with my testimony. Exhibit 2.1 is based on Staff Attachment J to its21
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Exhibit 2.0, so unhighlighted edits are Staff’s proposed changes.  ComEd’s 22

proposed changes to that document are highlighted in gray.23

II. ComEd’s Rebuttal Comments on Staff’s Proposed Changes24

Q. What are ComEd’s comments on Section 280.05 Policy?25

A. In it rebuttal testimony, Staff accepted GCI’ s suggestion to add this section anew 26

saying that it agreed with GCI that it was needed.  ComEd is concerned with that 27

view.  It is concerned with the part of the proposed text that talks of the 28

precedence of the rule over any conflicting tariff.  While I’m not a lawyer, I am 29

told that such a declaration is unnecessary, from a legal perspective. In addition, 30

the other language in the section is problematic as well, specifically the phrase: 31

“to ensure that essential utility services are provided to and maintained for the 32

People of the State of Illinois”.  It must be remembered that this Part of the 33

Commission’s rules does not deal with standards of service, including reliability 34

and maintenance matters, or with rates which provide revenues necessary for the 35

provision of service.  It deals with billing, service eligibility, and disconnection 36

procedures.  The language in question is much broader in scope than what is 37

contemplated in this Part.  In fact, the language, if appropriate at all, might be38

better placed as the introduction for much of Title 83 itself.  39

That being said, the word “essential” is troublesome when used in this 40

Part.  First, I’m not aware of any finding of the Commission’s with respect to the 41

term.  Second, the term is “loaded”, on the one hand (with much assumed about 42

what is meant), and “meaningless” on the other (because it is, in fact, not 43

explained anywhere). This Part of the Commission’s rules addresses, among 44
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other things, service disconnection for non-payment.  In this context, the language 45

in question begs the question, “Are utility services ‘essential’ for life?” If that 46

were the case, I suggest that Staff’s proposal would likely have contained an 47

outright prohibition against disconnecting service to any customer involuntarily at 48

any time for any reason.  If not essential for life, then essential for what?  And, 49

even if we do know what the service is essential for, then what does that mean in 50

the context of this Part of the Commission’s rules?  51

It must be remembered that, last year, Section 16-111.8 was added to the 52

Public Utilities Act, dealing with uncollectible riders. That section obligates the 53

Commission as follows:54

The Commission shall review the prudence and reasonableness of the 55
utility's actions to pursue minimization and collection of uncollectibles56
which shall include, at a minimum, the 6 enumerated criteria set forth in 57
this Section. (Emphasis added.)58

59
While there is no inherent legal conflict between this directive and the proposed 60

language above, there is an inherent conflict in tone and focus – one leaning 61

toward minimizing disconnection and one leaning toward minimizing 62

uncollectibles.63

As I have been told, under the Public Utilities Act, public utility practices 64

must be just and reasonable and non-discriminatory, whether the utility’s service 65

is “essential” for anything or not.  In this context, therefore, I suggest that the 66

word “essential” is a potential source of confusion and should be eliminated – as 67

should the whole section since it is unnecessary.68
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Q. What are ComEd’s comments on Section 280.10 Exemptions?69

A. In my direct testimony, I noted a concern that the stated requirement to show that 70

a proposed waiver “will not harm consumers” could constitute an unnecessarily 71

impossible barrier to what otherwise might be a quite reasonable request.  As I 72

stated, it is easy to imagine that any waiver request could probably be found to 73

harm some consumers even though it may well benefit the vast majority of other 74

consumers.  Staff, in its rebuttal testimony, brushed that concern aside saying only 75

that “the concern expressed has less to do with the proposed language and more to 76

do with the review of a petition for exemption and the Commission’s decision.”  77

I’m not sure what to make of that comment since the Commission’s decision will, 78

presumably, be based on the language in the rule.  79

If the rule is interpreted as requiring a showing that the proposed waiver 80

will not result in a net harm to consumers overall (i.e., the benefits to consumers 81

exceed the “costs” to consumers), then my concern is satisfied.  However, there 82

would be big problem if the rule is interpreted as requiring a showing that the 83

proposal will not harm any consumers in any way.  As I suggest above, the latter 84

interpretation would result in the effective nullification of the provision.  85

To solve this “problem”, I suggest that the language be replaced by the 86

requirement of showing that the proposal is otherwise just and reasonable under 87

the circumstances.  This is the better standard that would allow the Commission to 88

properly weigh the costs and benefits of the proposal before it.89

Q. Does ComEd have any comments about Section 280.20 Definitions?90
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A. Yes.  I noted in my direct testimony that the definition of “guaranteed payment” 91

should be deleted.  I stated that I was not sure what the definition means from a 92

practical perspective, but understood that it was meant to include cashier’s checks 93

and money orders.  In its rebuttal testimony, Staff responded:94

Staff does not want to tie the hands of consumers and utilities if 95
alternatives that accomplish the same thing as cashier's checks or money 96
orders could be employed now or in the future.97

98
While I can appreciate that concern, despite the significant development of e-99

commerce that has taken place to date, Staff has not suggested what such an 100

alternative might be.  Instead Staff only says:101

Mr. Walls did not identify or describe any problems that the new 102
definition of guaranteed payment would create for utilities or customers.103

104
From my perspective, being in charge of customer financial operations, 105

the problem is this.  As originally proposed by Staff in Section 280.60(b)(1) (the 106

only place in the rules where the term was actually used), the rule would have 107

required that the utility must accept payments by “guaranteed payment”.  This 108

would have had the effect of requiring the utility to implement any system and 109

process changes that might be necessary to accept new forms of guaranteed 110

payment, no matter how few customers desired to use them and no matter how 111

much it cost.  Such a mandate should not be made ahead of time in blanket form, 112

but only in the context of a rule change after the Commission has had the 113

oppotunity to look at the costs and the benefits of a specific proposal.1  114

  
1 It would not be appropriate to leave the requirement to accept guaranteed payments in the rule and 

require each utility to file a waiver request if it did not want to implement a new mechanism.  
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If the Commission decides to adopt Section 280.60(b)(1) as it was 115

originally proposed by Staff, I suggest that the term “guaranteed payment” be 116

replaced with “cashier’s check or money order” in that rule to clearly indicate to 117

both utilities and customers the types of payments that are required to be accepted118

and that the defitintion of “guaranteed payment” be eliminated.119

That being said, in its rebuttal testimony, Staff submitted a modification to 120

Section 280.60(b)(1) which entirely eliminated any reference to the term 121

“guaranteed payment”.  If the Commission decides to adopt that version of the 122

rule, ComEd suggests that the definition can be eliminated because the term is 123

used nowhere else in the rule.124

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.20 Definitions?125

A. Yes.  ComEd supports Staff’s rebuttal testimony modification of the definition of 126

“transfer of service” to allow the utility to deny the transfer for non-payment of 127

charges more that two days past the due date.  This will be a tool that can actually 128

help those customers to avoid accumulating larger past due balances, especially 129

where utilities need to make a premises visit to disconnect service and thus, 130

because of resource constraints, leave service on for many delinquent customers 131

who would otherwise be eligible for disconnection. 132

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.20 Definitions?133

    
Utilities will likely not reject new payment methods, if implementing them makes sense from a 
business perspective since it is in their interest to “get money in the door”.  Those who would 
require a utility to implement a new payment mechanism, despite the utility’s decision that it did 
not yet make sense from a business perspective, should have the burden of supporting that 
requirement in a petition for rulemaking.
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A. For reasons discussed below in connection with proposed Section 280.210, the 134

definition of “payment avoidance by location” should be deleted.135

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.30 Application?136

A. First, in my direct testimony, I objected to Staff’s proposed omission of the137

phrase: “provided that all users will be responsible for paying for their use” in 138

drafting paragraph (c)(2) vis-a-vis its analog in exisiting subsection 280.50(d).  I139

expressed a concern that the omission of that concept from the new rules could 140

send the wrong message.141

In its rebuttal testimony, Staff responded that it feared that this phrase 142

would be used as a means to get around the third party application rules or 143

become a “portal towards the household rule”.144

My comments, it appears, were not clear.  I am concerned that the 145

message conveyed by elimination of the phrase would actually be a signal to 146

some customers to use a third party process to actually avoid responsibility for 147

paying for service they use.  Customers could see this as an opportunity to have a 148

relative sign them up for service, then sit for months or years accepting the 149

benefits of the service, receiving bills in their name at the address where they live 150

and, perhaps, even occasionally paying a bill, only to be able to deny responsiblity 151

for the past due charges when the disconnection notice arrives.  In other words, 152

where the named customer actually resides at the premises where service is 153

provided and where bills are sent, the third party process, when asserted as a 154

defense against responsiblity for payment, could be a vehicle for fraud.155
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Moreover, as written, the third party rule provides that if the utility does 156

not verify authorization, “it shall not be entitled to collect for service”, 157

presumably even where the named customer never denies authorization.  The 158

current rule, on the other hand, more reasonably only precludes collection when 159

the named customer denies authorization.  160

Obtaining verification can be unwieldy and can delay service to a 161

customer who is legitimately using a third party to apply for them. The current 162

draft of the rule puts utilities at risk if they do not halt the application and service 163

activation process until the authority is verified since they cannot collect for 164

service until that happens, in theory regardless of whether the named customer 165

ever denies the authorization.166

Staff is no doubt concerned about “bogus” third party requests that try to 167

foist electric charges on unsuspecting persons who have no connection to the 168

requester or to the place where service is provided.  However, it must be 169

remembered that an “information” letter is sent to all new customers essentially 170

confirming that service is being provided to them at that location. (See 171

Commission Rule 410.210(g)(1).)  A customer who is signed up by a third party 172

and who resides and receives mail at the service address will soon be fully aware 173

of the situation, if he or she wasn’t already.  In fact, a named customer in that 174

situation should have the burden of proving lack of authorization where his/her 175

mailing/residence address is the same as the billing/service address in question 176

and at least six months have passed without the named customer contacting the 177

utility to challenge being billed for service.178
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In sum, it would be better to retain the language of the  section 280.50(d) 179

as the referrring to the customer disavowing the third party’s authority, while 180

eliminating the “user” language to address Staff’s concern and adding language 181

about the customer who lives at the service location as I have described above:182

Third party applications may be made only by persons who have been 183
authorized to act on behalf of the applicant, and the utility must verify this 184
authorization either by documentation or by direct contact with the 185
applicant. If a utility fails to verify authorization, it shall not be entitled to 186
collect for service if the customer disclaims any responsibility for 187
requesting the service; provided, however, that named customers who 188
reside and receive mail at the service/billing address will be rebuttably 189
presumed to have authorized the application if they do not contact the 190
utility to contest billing within six months of service activation.191

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.30 Application?192

A. In my direct testimony, I stated that paragraphs (d)(4)(C), (D), (E), and (F), which 193

are currently marked as “optional”, should be changed either to delete the 194

“optional” reference or to reflect “at the option of the utility”.  Staff disagreed 195

stating that utilities should not be able to deny service to customers who don’t 196

have email accounts.  I will concede that point and modify my request to remove 197

the “optional” designation only from (C) and (D), applicant’s preferred method of 198

contact from the utility and phone number.  This information is needed in case the 199

utility needs to contact the customer.  As I mentioned in my previous testimony, 200

Staff’s own proposed subsection 280.130(j) requires the utility to place a warning 201

call to the customer prior to disconnection.202

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.30 Application?203

A. As I indicated in my direct testimony and explained more fully below in 204

connection with my discussion of Section 280.210 Payment Avoidance by 205
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Location, a paragraph should be added to subsection (e) to create a “household 206

rule” similar to the one contained in Section 735.130 of the Commission’s rules.207

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.30 Application?208

A. As I noted in my direct testimony, paragragh (j)(1) currently specifies a four209

calendar day requirement for service activation.  I noted that this will pose 210

potentially significant problems when this period spans long weekends that 211

include added holidays.  I asked that this period be changed to three business days 212

to accommodate a reasonable utility work schedule, while at the same time 213

providing an even shorter activation period requirement for those customers 214

whose applications are approved early in the calendar week.  215

Staff responded that it believes that four calendar days is ample time to 216

work around weekends and holidays.  However,  working on a normal business 217

schedule, this essentially becomes a 24 hour or less requirement for applications 218

approved before any holiday weekend.  Without meaning to be critical about it, I 219

would just point out that normal State services are not provided on weekends or 220

holidays either.  In terms of efficiently managing a business, I would submit that 221

such a requirement is unreasonable and again suggest that this be changed to three222

business days.  As I noted previously, over time, if smart meters with remote 223

service switches are approved by the Commission for installation throughout 224

electric utility service territories, this will be less of an issue.225
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Similarly, paragraph (j)(4) specifies that the customer receive a credit if 226

activation is delayed by two or more calendar days. For the reasons articulated 227

above, this should be changed to two business days.228

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.40 Deposits?229

A. In my direct testimony, I suggested a slight modification to proposed paragraph 230

(i)(2), which, as drafted, mandates that the refund of a deposit be made by a 231

separate payment if the amount exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly 232

bill amount.  I noted that, since the customer would quickly receive the benefit of 233

any owed refund if it were credited to the customer’s next bill, it would be more 234

efficient – and beneficial to customers, whose relatively small, miscellaneous 235

checks may get misplaced or go uncashed for months – if utilities were required 236

to issue checks only if the refund amount exceeded 125% of the customer’s 237

average monthly bill amount. Staff did not respond to this request in its rebuttal 238

testimony, so I reiterate it here for the Commission’s consideration.239

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.40 Deposits?240

A. Yes.  ComEd agrees with Staff’s rejection of GCI and AARP’s objection 241

regarding utilities’ continuing ability to use credit scoring to factor into the 242

assessment of deposits.  Absent a payment history with the particular utility, 243

utilization of a credit score in determining credit risk and the need for a deposit to 244

cover that risk posed by a new applicant for service would be the utility’s only 245

way to limit any bad debt exposure from the particular applicant.246
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Similarly, ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of GCI’s request to 247

reintroduce the current rule’s ban on the assessment of late payment deposits to 248

customers who have had service longer that 2 years.  ComEd agrees that the 249

proposed revision of the rule for late payment deposits is more equitable since it 250

increases the lateness requirement to a full 30 days while removing customer 251

tenure completely as having nothing to do with risk. 252

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.40 Deposits?253

A. Yes.  ComEd supports Nicor’s request for the rule to accommodate situations 254

when commercial customer’s particular financial situation justifies the assessment 255

of a deposit to protect against the increased risk of an increase in uncollectible 256

costs in such a situation.  The bankruptcy rules of practice permit vendors to 257

request deposits to advance payment for supplies.  This is an important tool in the 258

commercial context. Utilities bill and collect for service in arrears.  Although 259

they can disconnect service for non-payment, the inability to collect for even a 260

single month’s service could amount to a significant uncollectible increment in 261

case of a large commercial account.262

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.45 Deposits for Low Income 263

Customers?264

A. LIRC’s request for a blanket exemption from deposits for low income customers 265

should be rejected.  I am not an attorney, but I have been told that LIRC’s  266

testimony in this case is essentially identical to what it submitted in 2006 with its267

petition to amend Part 280 (docket no. 06-0202).  For that reason, this testimony 268

completely ignores Staff’s direct testimony in this case and also ignores the 269
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workshops in this docket and all the work that all the parties (including LIRC 270

itself), but especially Staff, put forth it trying to come to a consensus about the 271

issues and that Staff put forth in drafting a rule that tried to reflect that work.  In 272

fact, much of the substance of LIRC’s requests for low income customers has 273

been incorporated into Staff’s proposal, which LIRC’s testimony does not 274

recognize or acknowledge.  This proposed section has been drafted with many 275

concessions that acknowledge the special circumstances of low income customers 276

and, as Staff notes, “represents a significant stride towards compromise for most 277

utilities.”   LIRC’s requests about deposits for low income cuscomers should, 278

therefore, be denied.279

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.50 Billing?280

A. In my direct testimony, I pointed out that subsection (c) contains requirements for 281

bill contents and that Staff testified in its direct testimony:282

The proposed rule we have submitted incorporates and blends the limited 283
bill content requirements of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 410, 500 and 600 with new 284
standards with new standards so that consumers will be more fully 285
informed in a consistent manner on their bills.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, lines 239-286
242.)287

I noted that, although I am not an attorney, it seemed to me that the addition of 288

subsection (c) into this rewrite of Part 280 is procedurally inappropriate.  Staff’s 289

testimony indicated its intent to change the current bill content requirements in 290

Parts 410, 500 and 600 and that goes beyond the noticed subject matter of this 291

docket, which did not include the bill content requirements of Parts 410, 500 and 292

600.  293
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In its rebuttal testimony, Staff brushed this comment aside stating:294

Our proposed rule is meant to incorporate and, where appropriate, 295
augment rather than alter, the important content found in Parts 410, 500, 296
and 600. (Staff Ex. 2.0, lines 835-837.)297

However, it seems to me that there is no difference between altering and 298

augmenting a rule.  Moreover, as I noted in my direct testimony, given that two299

separate sections of the Commission’s rules addressing bill contents for each type 300

of utility, which section applies?  ComEd recently obtained a conditional waiver 301

of Section 410.210(a)(5).2  Is that waiver still good or will ComEd now have to 302

seek a waiver of Section 280.50(c)?  The substance of proposed subsection (c) 303

should, therefore, be deleted and replaced with a simple cross-reference to Parts304

410, 500 and 600.305

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.60 Payment?306

A. As I noted in my direct testimony and, as noted above, I had a concern with the 307

language originally proposed by Staff in paragraph (b)(1) regarding the term 308

“guaranteed payment”. In its rebuttal testimony, Staff modified its language to 309

delete the term and substitute for it language regarding the provision of 310

information about payment methods.  ComEd agrees with these changes.311

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.60 Payment?312

A. Yes.  In their direct testimony, both GCI and AARP seek the addition of language 313

that would disallow the assesssment of fees for any method of payment.  ComEd 314

agrees with Staff’s comment that this is more a case of letting the cost causer 315

  
2 ICC Docket No. 09-0409.
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absorb the expense.  That is certainly the case for ComEd for electronic check and 316

credit card payments where, as Staff notes, the fees are assessed by the service 317

provider.  Moreover, it should be noted that the State of Illinois itself imposes a 318

“convenience fee” for credit card payments in many cases – e.g., drivers license319

and license plate renewal fees.  The GCI/AARP request should be rejected.320

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.60 Payment?321

A. Paragraph (d)(2) limits late fees to no more than 1.5% per month. This is 322

consistent with the current rule.  LIRC seeks to change this to require that the late 323

fee amount be cost based and separately determined by the Commission.  Staff 324

rejects this request and ComEd agrees with Staff in this regard.  Late payment 325

charges are not intended recoup specific costs but rather to encourage customers 326

to pay their bills on time, and late fee revenues help to offset some of the utilities’ 327

revenue requirements in rate cases, thus benefitting all customers.328

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.60 Payment?329

A. As I requested in my direct testimony, paragraph (d)(5), which prohibits late 330

payment charges on amounts billed which are not for utility service, should be 331

deleted.  While I am not an attorney, it is my understanding that amounts billed 332

for non-utility service are non-regulated charges. Therefore, late fees associated 333

with those charges would also be non-regulated as well.  334

Staff’s opposed the request stating:335

[W]e acknowledge that utility late fees, on their own, are charges for 336
which a customer should be disconnected.  For this reason we oppose this 337
deletion. (Staff Ex. 2.0, lines, lines 1060-1062.)338
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I must confess that ComEd hadn’t considered that late fees assessed for failure to 339

pay non-regulated charges would be something for which utilities could 340

disconnect regulated service.  ComEd understands that charges for non-regulated 341

services need to be kept separate so that disconnection would not take place for 342

failure to pay.  ComEd would consider any late fees associated with those charges 343

to be in the same category.   In this light, ComEd believes that paragraph (d)(5) is 344

still improper and should be deleted.3345

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.60 Payment?346

A. Yes.  In its rebuttal testimony, Staff made some changes to the language of 347

subsection (e) partial payment allocation.  While the revisions give appropriate 348

priority to utility “delivery service charges”, the definition of that term is so 349

narrow as to exclude other tariff or statutory charges, the non-payment of which350

could result in service disconnection.  Examples of just some of those charges in 351

ComEd’s case include: taxes (statutory), per bill charges to fund the State’s Low 352

Income Energy Assistance Fund (statutory); the Renewable Energy Resources 353

and Coal Technology Development Assistance Charge, which by law is 354

considered a charge for utility service (statutory); charges to fund mandated 355

energy efficiency programs (statutory and tariff); receivables purchased from 356

Retail Electric Suppliers (statutory and tariff – once purchased, these are no 357

longer RES supply charges); charges to recoup the costs of energy efficiency 358

measures covered by Commission approved on-bill financing programs (statutory 359

  
3 In addition, if the underlying charges are the kind that utility service can be disconnected if the 
customer does not pay, then late fees on those charges would be appropriate and would be governed 
by paragraph (d)(2) even if they were not technically for “utility service” – e.g., receivables purchased 
from Retail Electric Suppliers or energy efficiency measures subject to “on-bill financing”.
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and tariff).  Similarly, charges for commodity supply furnished by the utility 360

under tariff are entirely omitted from the Staff’s changes since they would not fall 361

under the definition of either distribution charges or supplier power and energy 362

services (which are limited to “competitive commodity” from an “alternative 363

supplier”).364

ComEd appreciates that this result may have been completely unintended 365

by Staff and suggests that the terms “distribution service charges” and “charges 366

for delivery service” in Staff’s new version of of subsection be replaced with 367

either of the following, “statutory authorized charges and tariffed charges for 368

utility service” or, perhaps more simply, “charges for which non-payment may 369

result in disconnection of utility service.”4370

That being said, however, another problem with Staff’s proposed 371

modifications is that they give preference to past due supplier charges over 372

current charges for which utility service may be disconnected.  If the one of 373

purposes of these provisions is to minimize the situations in which a person’s374

service may be disconnected, then partial payments should be directed to those 375

charges that will drive the disconnection process if they are not paid.  In the case 376

of electric utilities, if they are billing for competitive suppliers without purchasing 377

the receivables, they cannot disconnect electric utility service if a customer does 378

not pay those charges.  Thus, even if there is a competitive supplier charge past 379

due amount on the customer’s bill, current “utility service” charges should be 380

  
4 Note that such charges would include, by statute, charges for receivables purchased by electric 

utilities from alternative suppliers, which would not be included in the definition of “charges for 
supplier power and energy services”.
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given priority in the case of partial payments. ComEd’s Ex.2.1 contains suggested 381

language changes to address that issue.382

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.90 Estimated Bills?383

A. In its rebuttal testimony, Staff addressed the issue that a requirement to leave a 384

“door tag” at the premises when an attempt to read a meter fails.  Acknowledge 385

the problem in the case of remotely read meters, Staff proposed a change to allow 386

written notice delivered by mail or other means.  However, ComEd would request 387

that it be permitted to also provide that notice by telephone.  In the case of 388

remotely read meter, if there is a mass failure to get readings, it may be more 389

efficient, but equally effect, to place a “flash call” to those customers, similar to 390

the flash calls used to let customers know that their service is restored in some 391

mass outage cases.  ComEd offers a change that would require notification, but 392

not specify the means.393

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.90 Estimated Bills?394

A. Yes.  ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of GCI’s request to require actual meter 395

readings at the time a customer commences service and at the time a customer 396

terminates service.  We agree that such “off cycle” readings would be costly and 397

that the cost would greatly outweigh any theoretical benefit from improving on an 398

estimated reading when Staff’s proposal already requires that any estimate be 399

preceeded by an actual reading in the past 60 days.400

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.90 Estimated Bills?401
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A. Yes.  GCI seeks to prevent utilities from collecting on bills that have been 402

consecutively estimated without a valid reason.  Staff appropriately rejected the 403

request, noting that the doubtful statutory authority for such a restriction.  In 404

addition, while there is no doubt that estimates can be an inconvenience for some 405

customers in some cases, there is simply no evidence that, on the whole, utility 406

estimates are so far “off” relative to actual usage that a complete ban on collection 407

of multiple estimates is warranted. 408

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.110 Refunds and Credits?409

A. GCI seeks some sort of modification to subsection (b)(2) complaining that it410

should not have a two-year minimum unless the utility companies will 411
only be keeping records for two years and collecting on past debts has412
(sic) a reciprocal, two-year maximum.  (GCI Ex. 2.0, lines 381-383)413

GCI’s request is puzzling because it seems to be based on the premise that there 414

is no limitation on utilities’ ability to back bill.  But there is such a limitation.  415

Section 280.100 limits back billing to two years for non-residential customers and 416

only one year for residential customers. GCI’s request in this regard, therefore, is 417

based on a faulty premise.  It should be denied.418

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.110 Refunds and 419

Credits?420

A. Yes.  In paragraphs (c)(2) and (f)(1), the utility is obligated to refund an 421

overpayment if the amount exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly bill. 422

As noted in my direct testimony and for the same reasons noted above with 423

respect to refunds of deposits, the refund should be required only if the credit 424

amount exceeds 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill. Again, the 425
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customer will realize immediate value of a credit of approximately 100% of the 426

average monthly bill in a few days with the issuance of the next bill and a refund 427

check for a small amount is more likely to get misplaced or otherwise simply not 428

cashed for a long time.429

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.120 Deferred Payment 430

Arrangements?431

A. ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of the proposals of GCI and AARP to modify 432

the section since those modifications would undo the balance Staff was trying to 433

achieve after much discussion of this topic in the workshops.434

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.125 Deferred Payment 435

Arrangements for Low Income Customers?436

A. Staff notes that LIRC’s proposal would extend DPA rights to low income 437

customers who have been disconnect for limited periods of time. ComEd would 438

oppose the change as affecting the balance that was achieved through the 439

workshop process and Staff’s own proposal. As I’ve noted above, LIRC’s 440

tesimony is the same as it submitted to the Commission before the workshops in 441

this docket and it ignores the substantial amount of special treatment for low 442

income customers that has been accomplished in Staff’s proposal.  443

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.130 Disconnection of Service?444

A. In its rebuttal testimony, Staff attempted to reconcile disconnecton for “failure to 445

provide access” with the parallel provisions in Section 280.140 dealing with446

multi-meter premises by adding new language in paragraph (b)(5).  However, that 447
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paragraph mandates four attempts to gain access when 280.140 requires only two 448

attempts at access in order to meet regulatory requirements.  Paragraph (b)(5) 449

should be modified to permit disconnection after only two attempts at access in 450

those situations.  451

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.130 Disconnection of 452

Service?453

A. Yes.  ComEd agrees with Staff’s proposed addition of “unless otherwise 454

authorized by Illinois statute” to paragraph’s (c)(1)’s listing of “charges for non-455

utility services” as non-deniable charges.  In the context of disconnection for non-456

payment, this addresses concerns that ComEd had with the original language that 457

parallel the concerns that I articulated above with respect to subsection 458

280.60(e)’s treatment of the allocation of partial payments.459

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.130 Disconnection of 460

Service?461

A. Yes.  ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of AARP and GCI’s request to prohibit 462

disconnection effectively during non-business hours.  ComEd would note that 463

disconnection in the evening or on a weekend may actually be in the public 464

interest in the case of locations that otherwise might be busy and crowded during 465

daytime business hours when disconnection could pose more of a safety hazard.466

Q. Does ComEd have any other comments about Section 280.130 Disconnection of 467

Service?468
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A. Yes.  I would like to address the issue of a “field visit” in connection with an 469

involuntary service disconnection.  As Staff notes in its rebuttal testimony, GCI, 470

AARP and IBEW “raised strong concerns” about the fact that the proposed rule 471

does not contain a requirement for such a visit.  GCI’s concern is stated more 472

generally as a concern about pre-disconnection notification, which “is heightened 473

by the Draft Rule’s elimination of any premises visit or attempt to contact the 474

customer at the premises prior to disconnection of service to an occupied 475

dwelling.”  (GCI Ex. 1.0, lines 781-784.) AARP states that a field visit “permits 476

the employee to detect an unsafe or dangerous condition that could potentially 477

affect the decision to disconnect service or possibly lead to other remedial 478

measures.”  (Musser Direct Testimony, pp. 10-11.)  IBEW, while mentioning 479

some perceived benefits that could result from a field visit that in which customer 480

contact actually occurred, spends a significant portion of its testimony discussing 481

the view that a field visit provides “the opportunity to inspect the meter and its 482

surroundings and observe a variety of conditions that could pose hazards to the 483

public or consumers.”  (IBEW Ex. 1.0, lines 132-134; see also lines 134-218.) 484

Q. How do you respond to the alleged need for a face-to-face contact with the 485

customer at the time of disconnection?486

A. First, I would suggest that it is likely that such contact will not be able to be 487

achieved in a large percentage of cases – i.e., when the customer either is not at 488

the location at that time or when the customer chooses not to answer the door.489
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Second, the rule’s disconnection notification requirements, including 490

mailed notices and phone calls, provide ample opportunity and incentive for 491

customers in need to seek assistance.  In particular, the disconnection notice itself 492

contains information concerning available payment methods, possible financial 493

aid, the ability to defer disconnection with a medical certification (note, however, 494

the concern I expressed above about the expansion of the current medical 495

certification program), protections for households of military personnel on active 496

duty, and the Commission’s Consumer Services Division’s contact information. 497

In this light, the costs associated with requiring a face-to-face customer 498

contact when a field visit might not otherwise be required are not justified; and I 499

will talk further about the implications of those additional costs below.500

Q. How do you respond to IBEW’s discussion about a field visit affording ComEd 501

employees the opportunity to discover hazardous conditions?502

A. First, I will acknowledge and confirm what IBEW will be stating in its rebuttal 503

testimony – that IBEW and ComEd have reached an agreement that addresses 504

IBEW’s concerns in that regard.  Nevertheless, I believe that it is appropriate to 505

respond to some of the statements made by Mr. Loomis in his direct testimony.506

Q. Please respond to the conclusion in Mr. Loomis’s testimony that the reduction or507

elimination of premises visits by meter readers as a result of the deployment of 508

AMI meters in ComEd’s Pilot footprint will reduce detection and reporting of 509

potentially dangerous conditions that will then pose a risk to the public, customer 510

and employee safety. (IBEW Ex. 1.0, 4:64-67)511
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A. Those conclusions are based on a faulty assumption.  Furthermore, AMI will 512

actually improve the process to address the meter conditions normally reported by 513

meter readers.514

Q. What is the faulty assumption?515

A. While, as noted in ComEd’s response to data request IBEW 1.02 in Commission 516

Docket No. 09-0407, which was included with Mr. Loomis’s testimony, meter 517

readers do report thousands of potential irregular conditions each year throughout 518

ComEd’s service territory, the number that are truly safety-related is much less.  519

Currently, ComEd’s process requires meter readers to escalate certain irregular 520

conditions that may pose a safety hazard; these conditions are typically related to 521

meters missing from the meter sockets a condition that would not exist in a 522

situation with a smart meter with remote disconnect capability -- i.e., with AMI 523

technology, ComEd will know whether the meter is in place. 524

Q. Are all the irregular conditions described by Mr. Loomis truly safety-related?525

A. No.  Mr. Loomis described all of the following conditions as safety-related: AF-526

Open Fitting, BC-Cabinet Damage, BD-Cabinet Glass, BE-Meter Glass, BG-527

Smashed, CE-Open Fitting; AB- New Construction; AC- Fire; AD- Meter Gone; 528

BI- Fire; BK- Painted; BL - Moisture; CD- Fire; F- Meter Seal Broke; GA-529

Upside Down Meter; GB- Hole in Glass; GF - Jumpered Thru; GH- Wired Direct; 530

GI- No Meter Ring; GJ- Foreign Meter, Broken Riser Pipes and/or Weather 531

Heads and Loose or Low Hanging Conductors.  While meter readers reported 532

approximately 19,000 of these irregular conditions from January 2009 to 533

September 2009, only 600 emergency safety orders were issued as the result of a 534
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meter reader’s report over this same time period.  For example, over 13,000 of 535

these irregular conditions were “Meter Gone”.  “Meter Gone” may or may not be 536

a safety issue.  It might be an open fitting; it might be safely “Jumpered Thru” or 537

it might be a service that was removed by an electrician.538

Q. Is it true that only a field visit can report on all of these conditions? 539

A. No, that is not true.  In fact, ComEd’s customers themselves are responsible for 540

over 14% of the safety orders issued in 2009. Additionally, the AMI system will 541

provide more information, more quickly than the meter readers ever could have 542

reported.  The AMI system will detect nearly all of these irregular conditions and 543

others and report them on a daily basis, whereas a meter reader reports only on a 544

monthly basis.  Also, AMI meters will report these events regardless of whether 545

the meter is accessible or not.  Typically, ComEd is unable to access 12,000 546

meters or more in a given month. Only events that do not physically breach or 547

impact the meter itself might go undetected, such as a meter cabinet being 548

damaged.  Further, utilities in this State and in states across the country have 549

implemented meter reading technologies, and I am not aware of any reports that 550

would indicate that the public has been exposed to any increased level of danger 551

as a result of the fact that metered locations are no longer regularly visited by 552

utility personnel. 553

Q. Would the imposition of a field visit requirement in connection with an 554

involuntary disconnection of service have a detrimental effect on the business 555

case for smart meter deployment?556
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A. Yes, substantially, and in two ways.  First, it would impose significant 557

unnecessary cost on the disconnection activity – the cost of a “truck roll”, i.e., 558

sending a vehicle and a person to the particular location.  With “old technology”, 559

in order to disconnect service, a visit to the premises is required.560

The energy technician must gain access to the meter.561

The energy technician removes the meter from the meter socket.562

The energy technician installs insulating sleeves on the back of the meter563
to prevent the flow of electricity.564

The energy technician re-inserts meter back into the meter socket.565

In order to re-connect the service, another “truck roll” is required with the 566
same steps to remove the insulating sleeves.567

With AMI with a service switch, no visit is required.  Each day when the list of 568

customers eligible for disconnection is generated, the AMI systems process the 569

request by remotely activating the service switch in each select meter to 570

disconnect power.  The process is simply reversed for service activation.571

Second, it would increase the cost of uncollectibles – a cost increase that 572

would be directly passed on to all customers through ComEd’s “uncollectible 573

rider”.   Because (1) a disconnection could only take place with a truck roll, (2) 574

disconnection locations are not all neatly grouped in clusters, limiting the number 575

of disconnections that can be achieved by any single “rolling truck”, and (3) only 576

limited resources can be devoted to the disconnection effort (which resources 577

might be further curtailed during times of storm restoration or other emergency 578

work), ComEd would have to continue to “prioritize” the locations it sought to 579

disconnect, just as it does with the current old technology.  As a practical matter, 580
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this process results in the need to let customers, who are otherwise eligible for 581

disconnection, accumulate larger overdue balances before it is actually “cost-582

effective” to disconnect their service, thereby ensuring that larger amounts than 583

otherwise would have been incurred are turned into uncollectibles when these584

accounts are “finaled”.585

Combined, these cost increases could affect the Net Present Value of the 586

business case for total system AMI deployment by over $100 million, negatively.  587

Q. As a result, what is ComEd’s overall position with respect to a “door knock” or 588

other field visit requirement in connection with involuntary disconnection of 589

service?590

A. In light of all of the points I have made, ComEd strongly supports Staff’s 591

recommendation that there be no such requirement. 592

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.140 Disconnection for Lack of 593

Access to Multi-Meter Premises?594

A. ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of the City of Chicago and GCI’s objection to 595

this entire section.  As Staff has noted, there appear to be no other options 596

available for utilities to gain the access that they need.  The proposed rule is a 597

measured and reasonable response to a very real issue for utilities.  Moreover, the 598

rule contains layers of safeguards.  The multiple notices afford tenants numerous 599

opportunities to arrange with building ownership/management for the access that 600

the utilities need.  The utilities certainly have no leverage with the building 601

management or owners in that regard. And the argument that this might create 602
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potential increases in landlord/tenant disputes is clearly not a very good reason for 603

denying utilities access to their equipment.  It’s like saying a teacher shouldn’t 604

give a student a bad grade because in might increase parent/child disputes.605

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.160 Medical Certification?606

A. As I mentioned in my direct testimony, the Medical Certification provision as 607

proposed by Staff is problematic for the several reasons:608

First, it provides for establishment of an automatic Medical Payment 609

Arrangement (MPA) when certification is established.  The customer may not 610

require the MPA, but one is established regardless of need. Moreover, an MPA is 611

allowed regardless of the customer’s payment/default history on other DPAs.612

Second, it provides for the allowance of a new certification once every 12 613

months regardless of whether the customer has paid the outstanding debt covered 614

under the previous certification. This coupled with the automatic MPA, and now 615

with Staff’s additional proposal in its rebuttal testimony to extend the certification 616

period from 30 to 60 days, truly does create a situation in which a customer can 617

perennially delay payment until the seasonal moratorium restrictions begin or re-618

establish service without eliminating past due debt. Not only does this harm 619

utilities and their other customers by increasing receivables at risk and ultimately 620

bad debt, but it can create a debt hole from which the customer may never be able 621

to exit.622

Moreover, the existing medical certification provision within the current 623

section 280.130 Discontinuance of Service, along with current interpretations is 624
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sufficient to protect the needs of customers in temporary medical crisis, utilities,625

and their other customers. In this context, utilities can properly address gaming 626

situations and still provide protection to customers who have a real, short-term 627

medical need.628

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.170 Timely Reconnection of 629

Service?630

A. As I noted in my direct testimony, and, for the reasons articulated above with 631

respect to paragraph 280.30(j)(1), paragraph (b)(3)’s requirement of service 632

reconnection within four calendar days should be changed to three business days.  633

Also, the amount of delay which would require the issuance of a credit should be 634

changed from two calendar days to two business days.635

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.190 Treatment of Illegal Taps?636

A. Staff sought comment on the suggestion I made in my direct testimony.  So, for 637

the sake of completeness, I will simply repeat it here.638

Paragraph (e)(2) reasonably authorizes the utility to bill a third-party 639

beneficiary of an illegal tap, not only for the excess usage, but also for “all related 640

expenses incurred by the utility.”  This latter provision should also be added, in 641

paragraph (g), to what may be billed to customers of record who have “ benefitted 642

from, cooperated in or acquiesced to the tap.”643

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.210 Payment Avoidance by 644

Location?645
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A. In my direct testimony, I took issue with Staff’s proposal, especially its 646

requirement to prove a repeated pattern, high amounts owing, and a “scheme”647

between the former customer and new applicant.  In its rebuttal, Staff said 648

concisely, “We remain firm on these points.”  For the sake of keeping the record 649

complete, I believe it is appropriate for me to repeat why I believe that, as a 650

practical matter, this tool will be of no use in solving the problem it is supposed to 651

address.652

In my direct tesimony, I agreed with Staff’s assessment that there is 653

nothing in the Commission’s rules that would help utilities deal with situations in 654

which individuals living at the same location take turns as the “customer of 655

record” in order to avoid paying for service.  As Customer A runs up a bill 656

without paying and gets a notice that service will be disconnected, Customer B 657

will call to establish service anew, disavowing knowlege of Customer A, when in 658

fact both have been and will continue to live at that location.  Staff’s proposed 659

solution, however, is, as a practical matter, no solution at all.  660

First, Staff’s proposed remedy would apply in only a fraction of the cases 661

in which fraud is occuring.  Specifically, all of the following have to apply:662

• New application for service is received the same day as the 663

disconnection – a condition that can be negated if the applicant 664

submits the application any time before service is disconnected – or 665

the day after service is disconnected.666
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• The new applicant resided in the same premises with the previous 667

customer of record for the entire time during which the arrearage 668

accrued for disconnection – a condition that can be negated if the 669

applicant resided with the previous customer for any time less than the 670

entire time, even a day less.671

• The previous customer still resides at the premises – a condition to672

which ComEd does not object, but which should not apply if the 673

previous condition is required to apply, i.e., if the new applicant lived 674

with and had benefit of service for the entire time during the arrearage 675

accrued.676

• The amount outstanding is 75% or more of the estimated annual677

charges for the premises – a condition that will take arrearanges as 678

high as serveral hundred dollars completely out of this “collection” 679

mechanism, even if all the other conditions apply.680

Second, it requires that a “pattern” be established in order to implement this 681

mechanism – i.e., the utility cannot implement it the first time, even if the utility 682

can prove that the fraud is occuring, effectively embedding a “free bite at the 683

apple” rule.684

Instead, this section should be deleted and a provision added to the text of685

what is now Section 280.30(e) that would create a “household rule” in connection 686

with evaluating an application for service. Under this proposal, utilities would be 687

permitted to decline service to a new applicant if a former customer, who is still 688
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liable for payment of a past due bill for utility service provided at the same 689

premises for which the applicant is seeking service, continues to occupy that 690

premises. This proposed “household rule” is similar to the one already contained 691

in 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 735.130(b)(1), which authorizes telephone utilities to 692

discontinue or refuse service if a previous customer with a past due amount “is693

currently a member of the same household as the applicant.”5 The change is 694

intended to target only those customers intent on “gaming the system” by 695

switching service to the name of another individual in the same household for the 696

purpose of avoiding disconnection for past due amounts. However, ComEd has no 697

desire to make the application process cumbersome for every applicant. Doing so 698

would be counterproductive because requiring additional information from every 699

applicant would be unreasonably expensive to administer. What ComEd would 700

actually do is, for those new applications at premises that are either disconnected 701

for non-payment or under threat of disconnection for non-payment for a 702

substantial amount (typically with a threshold of greater than $250 or $500), 703

conduct further investigation to determine whether the former customer is still at 704

the premises.705

Q. Does ComEd have any comments on Section 280.220 Utility Complaint Process706

A. Yes.  In its rebuttal testimony, Staff accepted the recommendation of GCI that 707

utilities be required to assign numbers to customer complaints.  This is 708

  
5 While some can quibble whether landline telephony today occupies the same “monopoly” status a 

gas or electric or water utility service, it must be remembered that this rule has been in effect for 
decades and relates back to the time before the proliferation of cell phones and Internet telephony 
when deprivation of a person’s telephone service was considered deprivation of an “essential” 
lifeline.
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unnecessary and reflects a degree of micro-management that is uncalled for.  At 709

ComEd, information about customers is kept by customer account number.  710

Staff’s requirement for the assignment of a different number would require the 711

creation of a completely separate system just to control the assignment of 712

complaint numbers, an unnecessary expense.  There has been no showing that this713

is truly necessary.  Of course, a given utility might decide that it would be better 714

to establish such a system for its own management purposes.  However, that 715

should be the utility’s decision.716

Q. Do you have any other comments about the proposed rules that the Commission 717

should consider?718

A. Yes.  While I have not articulated this concern in connection with my foregoing 719

comments on specific sections, I believe that I must note that one major difference 720

between Staff’s proposed draft rules, as a whole, and the current Part 280 rules,  is 721

in the detail of its regulation, what some might call micromanagement, of utility 722

activity. I fully realize that some sincerely believe that this is desirable.  723

However, I must also point out that this comes at a cost that will be passed on to 724

all utility sevice customers, and I would request that the Commission carefully 725

consider whether this increased level of management of utility activity produces 726

any real benefits that justify that additional cost to customers.727

Specifically, it is my information that preliminary research indicates that 728

this “over-regulation” could eventually cost ComEd customers as much as $3.5729

million in one-time “system” costs and $1.3 million in annual “process” costs.  730
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By way of example, ComEd utilitizes “landlord agreements” today, 731

whereby landlords, who want electric service left on when their tenants move out, 732

agree to accept responsibility to pay for the service under those circumstances.  733

Section 280.35 Revert to Landlord/Property Manager Agreements now embeds 734

this concept in a Commission rule, but the “safeguards” mandated by the rule, for 735

example requiring additional notification, annual agreement updates, actual meter 736

readings, and barring transfer of balances to accounts for other landlord 737

properties, would require approximately an additional $480,000 in system 738

modification costs and $1 million in annual operating costs to implement.739

Further, the current rules require utilities to honor “medical certifications” 740

to halt potential disconnections, but the “enhancements” contained in the Staff’s 741

proposed Section 280.160, including the imposition of a special automatic 742

“medical payment arrangement” whether or not one is needed, will involve 743

approximately $190,000 in system programming costs.744

Similarly, the requirements for refunding customer credits in excess of 745

25% of the monthly bill, for paying interest on customer overpayments and for 746

showing additional information on the bill regarding deposits and the origin of 747

transferred balances and other items would necessitate about $2 million in system 748

programming costs.  Other programming costs include $230,000 to track the use 749

of credit scoring and $310,000 to enable credits for “late” service 750

activation/reactivation.751
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And while, in light of certain compromises, ComEd does not object to 752

specific other requirements coming out of the workshops, those requirements 753

have their costs as well.  For example, the establishment of special rules for low 754

income customers will require approximately $650,000 in programming costs; 755

and other requirements specifying the details of an internal utility complaint 756

process will necessitate approximately an additional $1.3 million in system costs 757

and $2 million in annual processing costs.758

Bottom line is that many of the changes from the existing rules 759

encompassed in Staff’s proposal will involve costs to implement – costs that will 760

be passed on to utility customers – and I would request that the assumed benefits 761

of the changes be evaluated in that context.762

Moreover, as I requested in my direct testimony, if the Commission 763

approves the changes recommended by Staff, it should make provision for utilities 764

to recover capital costs and incremental expenses that are incurred, pending the 765

utilities’ next rate cases.  In addition, the Commission should permit a reasonable 766

amount of time after any rule changes become final for utilities to come into 767

compliance, especially where the rule changes necessitate changes to utility 768

operational and information systems.  I have been informed that ComEd would 769

need approximately 18 to 24 months after the rules become final to implement the 770

IT system changes discussed above. Because there is no certainty as to what the 771

rules will finally require, work on any necessary system changes will not 772

commence until those rule changes are final.  Since some of the rule changes 773

might well be able to be implemented quickly, I suggest that the Commission 774
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require implementation of each requirement as quickly as reasonably practicable, 775

but in no event later than 24 months from the date of the effectiveness of the 776

rules, and that each utility post and update a “checklist” on its website so that the 777

public can be informed when the utility has brought itself into compliance with 778

each requirement of Part 280 as rewritten.779

Q. Does that conclude your rebuttal testimony?780

A. Yes, it does.781


